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In 2009 Felicity Spear curated the first Sky Lab exhibition to
coincide with the International Year of Astronomy. Since
then she has developed the Project with a core group of
artists and the addition of invited artists for further
iterations of Sky Lab. Spear observes that the cultures and
technologies associated with sky-situated knowledge are
increasingly entering the public purview as we look beyond
our planet to speculate about cosmic signs in our everyday
world, our place in the universe and the relationship
between earth and sky.
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The history of science fiction and fantasy began long before the first
printed book or reel of celluloid. Ever since humanity became sentient
we have stared at the night sky and pondered what is out there. The
first science fictions were no doubt told in obscure language or
articulated via sticks or bones scraped into the desert sands, telling of
strange visitations and eerie cosmic events. Many people, from around
the planet, tell of the strange phenomena they witness in the depths
of night. Early illuminated medieval Bibles feature a plethora of
ascensions, raptures and visions which lead the viewer skyward.
That the stars hold secrets is beyond dispute, be they evasively
physical and material or ultimately ‘spiritual.’ This has never just been
the reign of astrologers, astronomers and NASA scientists: monks,
philosophers, madmen and artists have all fallen under the sway of
the night sky. Just ask night sky observer Felicity Spear who finds
herself increasingly curious about, and enmeshed in cosmic forces
beyond her ken.
Spear is, in fact, an artist and curator, but she is also intrigued by the
history and the way in which Renaissance scientists and artists
shared their knowledge, or at least competed in its complexities. As
time has worn on they have drifted asunder and it seems now one is
obliged to trespass into the ‘other,’ either art or science – God forbid
that one may tempt fate by travelling in both zones. But Spear clearly
refutes these borders. In recent years she has regularly returned to
the curatorial theme of ‘The Sky’, an idea which holds innumerable
potentials. Whether it be the simple act of spying points of light
above in the night sky, or a vast array of spiritual and searching
questionings. Such decisions are left to the artists’ imaginations in
this iteration of Sky Lab. It is not, of course, the first time that visual
artists, filmmakers or authors have looked skyward, but the trick,
with such a broad theme is to search beyond the surface – a feat
which Sky Lab assuredly achieves.
As a youth I passed through my Sci Fi period, consuming Asimov,
Heinlein et al with gusto before burning out of the genre like a dead
star. Then cyberpunk appeared – Sci Fi had returned to earth. Space,
it momentarily seemed, had gone the way of the Columbia Shuttle.
Then, earlier this year, I picked up a book with the slightly Biblical title
of Seveneves by a masterly fiction author by the name of Neal
Stephenson. Its opening line hooked me utterly: "The moon blew up
without warning and for no apparent reason." Thus ensues, of
course, the End of the World and a desperate race to live in space. I
was 15 again and loving it. Admittedly no three eyed alien monsters,
but 880 pages of jet propulsion fuel full of wonder and awe, danger
and beauty.
Spears’ Sky Lab elicits a not dissimilar response. As she points out,
these eight Sky Watchers embrace the history and properties of the
lens and telescope, (Dan Armstrong), time lapse photography and
star trails, (Tarja Trygg), the virtual worlds of imaging technologies
and the reciprocity between earth and sky, (Lesley Duxbury, Harry
Nankin), the shared ground between abstraction, mathematics and
science, (Magda Cebokli), the speculative mapping of non-visible
space, (Felicity Spear, Nancy Henry Ripijingimp), and alternative or
fictional worlds (Sam Leach). The sky, in other words, is the limit.

The Sky Watchers do not have to master the art of walking in zero
gravity or don cumbersome space suits, but they do have to use skill
and ingenuity in order to take us ‘off-world,’ into zones that belie
belief, into alien environments and strange orbits. What is perhaps
most intriguing about the works in Sky Lab is that they are, unlike
science, in essence, purely speculative. But then, not so long ago, the
notion of a man walking on the moon was pure speculation as well.
Ashley Crawford

